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The XPL CGP is a complete compiler generator package based on the
XPL system. With the introduction of a semantic meta- language (SML) and
an associated processor, the package is capable of generating a produc-
tion compiler for any computer programming language with a mixed strategy
precedence grammar. The only input required in most cases is the snytax
of the language encoded in BNF and the corresponding semantics encoded
in SML. The resulting compiler will generate code which may be executed
on a simulated stack-oriented machine.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
A. THE PROBLEM
In view of the fact that computer-programming in high-level languages
became commonplace less than twenty years ago, it is not surprising that
opinions should differ on the form and function of these languages.
There are some who believe that the language should be made to fit the
user's needs and desires. There are others who advocate a single universal
language to facilitate communication and efficiency. While both opinions
have merit, the current plethora of high-level programming languages does
give evidence to the need for a wide variety of programming constructs
and data structures that are both adaptable and efficient.
The greatest obstruction to the introduction of such user-oriented
languages is, of course, the enormity of the compiler-writing task.
Until recently, each compiler had to be laboriously hand-produced in
assembly language. However, the advent of the compiler-compiler promises
to significantly reduce the time and effort required to place a new
language into production.
The compiler- compiler is neither simple in concept nor easily imple-
mented. It requires the development and application of some very
efficient data and meta-language structures. Since there is little
formalism on which to base these structures, the problem of constructing
an effective compiler-compiler is doubly difficult.
1. As used herein, the term compiler-compiler is intended to represent
only those programs which, given only some form of meta-language input,
have the capability to generate a production compiler for any given
language on any given machine configuration.

This research effort is envisioned as an investigation of the feasi-
bility of an XPL-based compiler- compiler. The primary effort will be
directed at automating the semantic processing phase of the XPL system.
A semantic meta-language (SML^ will be introduced and a preprocessor
will be developed to interpret SML. An analysis of the final product
will be made to determine the feasibility of fully automating the system.
B. REVIEW OF CURRENT SYSTEMS
Attempts to develop a compiler-compiler have been based on a wide
variety of techniques with varying degrees of success. A survey of some
of the more significant efforts will provide some insight into the state
of the art.
1. Meta-P i
The Meta-Pi system [Ref. ll , developed under the direction of
J. T. O'Neil, is classified as a syntax-directed symbol processor l_Ref. 2}
Meta-Pi is essentially an interactive compiler-generator package which
2
employs a top-down, left-to-right, deterministic parsing algorithm.
Input to the system is in a BNF-like meta-language which allows both syn-
tactic specification and semantic interpretation of the user language.
The input is essentially transformed into a sequence of calls to recursive
functions which perform syntax checking and code production. The Meta-
Pi system appears to suffer from a number of drawbacks, two of which seem
1. It is generally agreed that there are three distinct processes which
must be specified in a compiler: the parsing algorithm or syntax checker
(syntactics'), the semantic processing phase (semantics), and the specifi-
cation of the language environment (mechanics)
.
2. The term compiler-generator package (CGP) will be used to specify any
compiler-compiler that is limited to a specific class of languages on a
specific machine.

significant. The most apparent drawback is the Meta-Pi language; for
although the syntactic input elements are straightforward, the variety
and uniqueness of the semantic commands would make utilization cumber-
some at best. A more significant than apparent drawback is the nature
of the parsing algorithm. While Meta-Pi is itself deterministic and
hence easily lends itself to top-down, left-to-right analysis, it is
probable that any extensive user language is non-deterministic. The
implementation of such a language would necessitate time-consuming backup
and error-recovery procedures, and invite inefficiency.
2 .. CC (Compiler-Compiler')
The CC (Compiler-Compiler) was developed by Brooker and Morris
and is one of the oldest compiler-generator packages [Refs. 2 and 3^ .
The result of the top-down, left-to-right syntax analysis performed by
CC on the BNF - like meta- language input is a complete syntax tree.
This syntax tree is then collapsed by. the application of the semantic
routines associated with the syntactic elements.' One of the most signifi-
cant features about CC is its modularity. Thus, while a number of the
semantic routines might have to be developed by the user to implement a
particular language construct, they can often be simply constructed' from
other more primitive routines. Additionally, the modularity would appear
to allow a relatively straightforward approach to implementing the system
on a different machine configuration. The. most significant shortcoming
of CC is the extremely inefficient analysis algorithm employed. It is
intrinsically time and space consuming for most user languages to be
implemented.

3. FSL (Formal Semantic Language^
FSL (Formal Semantic Language") was developed by Feldman and repre-
sents one of the best-conceived efforts to produce a CGP ^Ref. 4"}
. It
is a relatively successful attempt at totally automating the semantic
processing phase. One of the most important differences between FSL and
its predecessors is the conceptual and physical separation of syntax and
semantics of a user language. The input of syntactic specification to
FSL is in PL, essentially a superset of BNF. Associated with each syntactic
production is a semantic production which is given in the FSL meta-
language. As each syntactic element is recognized by the bottom-up
analyzer, the associated semantic production is executed. While there
are a number of minor shortcomings present in the FSL system, primarily
in the absence of some constructs in the meta- language, the motivation
of the system is conceptually simple and easily understood. Furthermore,
the FSL meta-language is natural, readable, and easily employed.
4. XPL
The XPL compiler-generator system was only recently developed by
McKeeman et al. \.Ref. 5 1 and the concepts surrounding its development
are quite similar to those of FSL. Like FSL, it is based on a bottom-up
parsing algorithm; and like FSL, a semantic interpretation is associated
with each syntactic element. However, very much unlike FSL, there is no
semantic meta-language inherent in the system to simplify the semantic
interpretation (except for the XPL source language). Instead, the user
is required to completely specify nearly all compile and run time
activities not associated with the syntactic analysis. This implies, of
course, that the user is not restricted to only those constructs avail-
able in a semantic meta-language. However, it also implies that he must
10

expend a greater effort to obtain a production compiler. It further
implies that the user is able to specify the precise machine configura-
tion on which his language is to be run, again at the expense of time
and effort. Input to the XPL system is BNF for the syntactic specifi-
cation, and XPL code for the interpretive phase.
C. DEVELOPMENT
The survey that has been presented is by no means exhaustive. The
themes of these efforts are, however, sufficiently representative to
allow speculation on the form that a true compiler-compiler might take.
Conceptually, Figure 1 represents the CGP in its simplest form. The
user encodes the syntax of the user language U in the syntactic meta-
language Sy. The syntactic preprocessor accepts Sy as input and produces
the syntactics which are inserted into a skeletal parsing algorithm to
produce a syntactic analyzer for U. The user must then attach some form
of machine description and code production algorithm to the analyzer.
Figure 1 represents the XPL system. Figure 2 is identical to Figure 1
except for the automation of the code production algorithm. Now instead
of having to hand produce this algorithm, the user encodes the interpre-
tation of the syntactic productions in the semantic meta-language Se.
The semantic preprocessor accepts Se as input and produces the semantics
which are inserted into a skeletal interpretive algorithm to form a code
production algorithm. Figure 2 is representative of the FSL system.
Finally, Figure 3 represents a true compiler-compiler. The final dif-
ference lies in the addition of a machine preprocessor which accepts a
1. XPL code is a powerful dialect of PL/l; it maintains many of the




description of the machine configuration in a mechanical meta-language M
and produces the mechanics necessary to complete the CGP. It is an
unfortunate fact of life that CGP III has not yet been developed.
The purpose here is to produce a viable CGP in the form of CGP II,
based on the XPL system. With that in mind, section II will serve as a
short introduction to the XPL system as it presently exists. This will
be followed in section III by a complete description of the semantic
meta-language, SML. Section IV will report on the implementation of
SML and the total XPL CGP package. Finally, section V will conclude with
an analysis of this research effort and suggestions for improvements and
additions.
1. Prior to reading this section, the reader should acquaint himself
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II. THE XPL SYSTEM
A. AN OVERVIEW
The XPL compiler generator system was developed at Stanford by
McKeeman et al. in the late 1960's \.Ref. 5} . It was specifically
designed to be run on an IBM system 360. In its entirety, the XPL sys-
tem can be viewed as depicted in Figure 4. All batch stream programs,
of course, interface with most system 360' s by means of IBM Operating
System OS/360. In turn, all load modules produced by the XPL system
interface with OS/360 by means of the XPL Submonitor (XPLSM) . From the
user's point of view, source programs encoded in the XPL language are
compiled into IBM 360 machine language by the XPL Compiler (XCOM) which
is itself an XPL load module run under XPLSM (see Figure 5) . Two
additional XPL programs, ANALYZER and SKELETON which are also compiled
by XCOM and run under XPLSM, essentially complete the XPL CGP. The fol-
lowing sections include a review of the parsing algorithm employed by the
XPL system, a closer look at each of the major components of the system,
and a brief review of the XPL language.
B. THE XPL PARSING ALGORITHM
The parsing algorithm employed by the XPL system can be broadly
characterized as a bottom-up, table-driven procedure. It is often referred
to as a mixed-strategy precedence (MSP) algorithm, a name it derives from
its ability to handle grammars which are somewhat more complex than simple
precedence grammars and somewhat less complex than extended precedence
grammars j_Ref. 6 ~\ .
16
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This algorithm is based in the fact that, if a grammar is unambiguous,
every sentence has a unique canonical parse. The parsing problem is thus
reduced to finding the next canonical parse step at each increment. For
the XPL system, this is accomplished by referring to the "canonical
parsing function" which is essentially embedded in a set of stacking
decision and production selection tables. The essence of the algorithm
is as follows: As each new element from the input is picked up, the
analysis algorithm determines from the stacking decision tables and the
current state of the production stack whether a reduction can be made.
If not, the new element is stacked and another is selected from the input.
If a reduction is called for, the algorithm determines which production
is to be applied by referring to the production selection table. Semantics
are associated with syntax immediately before each reduction is made.
C. THE COMPONENTS OF XPL
Figure 6 portrays the XPL CGP in total from the user's point of view.
Although the average user will have no direct contact with either XPLSM
or XCOM, these two modules form the backbone of the system. On the
other hand, all users will require some familiarity with ANALYZER, and
nearly total intimacy with SKELETON.
1. XPLSM
Execution of an XPL program under OS/360 begins after OS/360 has
loaded XPLSM and given it control. XPLSM then proceeds to open the
necessary files, obtain main memory space, and read in the XPL program.
Once the XPL program is in memory, XPLSM transfers control to it and it
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call upon XPLSM with requests for service. In particular, XPLSM has
facilities for string input/output, direct access storage, debugging
aids, error handling and reporting, and the inclusion of any desirable
monitor functions by the user. When the XPL program finally finishes
execution, it returns to the submonitor which in turn returns to OS/360.
2. XCOM
XCOM, the XPL compiler, is encoded in the XPL language and is
therefore self-compiling. Basically, XCOM is a large XPL program con-
sisting of a sequence of procedures which are invoked in turn by the
procedure MAIN-PROCEDURE. The program body consists of only a call to
MAIN-PROCEDURE and a return statement to communicate with succeeding
steps, if any. The essential procedures of XCOM are displayed in Figure 7.
INITIALIZATION tabulates all of the constants and generally lays the
groundwork for the compilation process. COMPILATION-LOOP simply invokes
a set of procedures which constitute the parsing algorithm. SCAN deter-
mines the next symbol in the input text, and STACKING is the precedence
function which decides whether a reduction is called for. REDUCE searches
the production rules for a match and invokes PR-OK to verify the produc-
tion selection. If a satisfactory reduction can be accomplished, SYNTHE-
SIZE is invoked to perform various compile-time activities and produce
code. Finally, if all' goes well, LOADER collates the object code files
to facilitate execution of the succeeding step, and PRINT- SUMMARY outputs
a set of statistics that have been collected during the compilation.
The principle difference between XCOM and SKELETON lies in the multi-
tude of code emission procedures present in XCOM. This set of procedures,
which were hand-coded in XPL, produce an XPL load module containing all
of the necessary run-time data structures and some very efficient system


































































The foremost purpose of ANALYZER is to construct the necessary
parsing tables for insertion into the analysis algorithm of SKELETON.
From the user's point of view, ANALYZER accepts a BNF description of the
user language grammar and produces the required tables on punched cards -
assuming there are no errors inherent in either the grammar or in its
encoding. Granting that initial efforts to produce an errorless grammar
are bound to failure, ANALYZER contains an extensive debugging facility
that the user may call up to aid in producing an acceptable MSP grammar.
The most significant procedures of ANALYZER are depicted in
Figure 8. The main loop in ANALYZER is contained within the last several
lines of the program, which contain a series of calls on the working
procedures. The procedure READ-GRAMMAR initializes conditions, calling
in turn GET-CARD (reads the next card"), SCAN (whose value is the next
element of the current card) , and SORT-V (which sorts the BNF vocabulary")
.
COMPUTE-HEADS lays some groundwork for succeeding procedures and tests
the grammar for symbols that are both left and right recursive. PRODUCE,
the heart of the program, invokes APPLY-PRODUCTION and DISAPPLY to simu-
late recursion, and NEVER-BEEN-HERE to build a table of production
contexts. This table is then employed by C0MPUTE-C1 to build the
stacking decision tables Cl and CI TRIPLES, and further by C0MPUTE-C2 to
test contexts for possibly troublesome productions. When all of the
required tables have been built, PUNCH-PRODUCTIONS punches these tables
on cards. If errors have been detected at any stage, ADD-TROUBLE records
these errors. If the user has so requested, the procedure IMPROVE-GRAMMAR





































SKELETON is the heart of the user's production compiler. Given
only the syntactic tables produced by ANALYZER, SKELETON will function
as a syntax checker on the user's language.
The major components of SKELETON are shown in Figure 9. (See
Appendix A for a complete listing. "* As was previously stated, there is
little conceptual difference between SKELETON and XCOM. The only signifi-
cant difference lies in the complete absence of code emitting procedures
from SKELETON. It has been left to the user to specify the environment
under which his language is to be run, and to attach meaning to the
recognition of any specific production.
In brief, to build a production compiler for the desired language
the user is required to:
a. insert the ANALYZER tables;
b. fine tune SCAN to identify any constructs peculiar to
the user language;
c. specify the working environment of the language; and
d. construct code emitters and add the required generators
to SYNTHESIZE.
D. THE LANGUAGE XPL
The additional programming necessary to convert SKELETON to a pro-
duction compiler is done in the language XPL. The BNF for XPL is given
in Appendix B and a thorough description of all of the constructs is
provided by Ref. 5. However, a few of the more important constructs will























Simple parameterless macros may be defined using the "literally"
attribute. When an identifier is so declared, any later occurrence of
that identifier will be replaced during compilation by the character
string following the reserved word literally.
2. DO CASE CONSTRUCT
The "DO CASE" construct is a generalization of the selective
capability of the "if statement." Thus, the interpretation of the state-
ment "DO CASE I;" would be to cause execution of the I— statement in the
group body that follows.
3. IMPLICIT PROCEDURES
Unless explicitly redefined, a number of procedures are available









A function with fixed values given
by the leading 8 bits of the character
string C.
th
Like above, except given by the f
8 bits.
A procedure which causes an abnormal
exit from XPL execution.
A function with character value
given by the next record on the input
file .(SYSIN).
A function with fixed value equal to
the length of the character string c.
An XPL pseudo variable such that any
value assigned to it is placed in





SHL(fl,f2) A function with fixed value given
by shifting the value of fl left




The opposite of SHL.
A function with character value given
by the substring of c starting at
position f to the end of the string.




III. THE SEMANTIC META-LANGUAGE
A. AN INTRODUCTION
The XPL CGP is primarily intended to automate the semantic interpre-
tation phase of the XPL system through the use of an intermediate semantic
meta-language (SML) . Initial efforts to institute SML were largely based
on Feldman's work [Ref. 4"] . However, SML's development was guided by
the XPL environment in which it was to be run.
It was obvious that SML should allow a language to be easily described,
both from the standpoint of facility and of time. Furthermore, it should
be complete enough and implemented in such a manner as to allow for
complete compiler generation insofar as semantics are concerned. Finally,
it should be machine independent. To a large extent, these criteria
have been met. Where they have not, or where some obviously desirable
feature is lacking or could be better implemented, it is reported in
the conclusion.
B. THE CONSTRUCTS OF SML
What follows is intended to serve both as a complete description of
SML and as a user's guide. The complete BNF for SML is given in Appendix
D; and the prospective user is referred to Appendices I-K for detailed
examples on using SML.
1. SML Program Structure






= < header > < sequence > END




{.declaration set> ::= C declaration? ;
I ^declaration set? <declaration> ;
< sequence
?
:: = ^bracketed sentence>
I < sequence? <bracketed sentence
>










I < sentence? < statement
>





@ < sentence #
@ < sentence #
END
The important point to extract from this discussion is the use of the
delimiters @ and #. Each pair of these delimiters associates a sentence
of SML statements with one of the BNF productions. The user, however,
is not required to use these delimiters directly. Rather their placement
is one of the functions of Prescanner.
2. Declarations
A number of different data structures are available to the XPL
CGP user to facilitate compile-time activities:




I < string declaration?
I <flag declaration?
For each of these declarations, the Semantic Preprocessor sets up an
associated data structure in the basic user compiler, Superskeleton, which




Tables are one of the most important structures in a compiler,
and are normally used to store a variety of information about run-time















= < stable header? <fields?
= 4 identifier? < number part?
= ( * number? :
( $ :
= Afield?
^.fields? , < field >





| BIT < number?
An example of a valid table declaration would be:
TABLE Tl (100: TYPE BIT 8, LOCATION INTEGER).
T2 ($: AGE BIT, CITY CHAR);
which would be interpreted by the Semantic Preprocessor as a command to
set up two tables called Tl and T2 in the user compiler. Table Tl is to
have three fields for each of a maximum of 101 entries: a character field
for the run-time structure name, a bit field of width 8 to be addressable
as TYPE, and an integer field to be addressable as LOCATION. Table T2 is
also to have three fields for each entry, but an indefinite number of
entires. Indefinite is implied by the $. This implies in turn that the
maximum number of entires is limited only by the capacity of the Super-
skeleton table structures. The first field of T2 is also a character
field for the structure name. The second is a bit field (of width 32 by
default) addressable as AGE, and the third a character field addressable




THE USER'S VIEW OF TABLES AND STACKS















Stacks are another widely used structure in compiler writing,
often being employed for dealing with recursive or temporary constructs.
The BNF equations for stack declarations are identical to those for
tables except for the first three:
{ stack declaration> ::= < stack? <stable specifier>






A typical stack declaration might be:
STACK SI (100: TYPE BIT 8, LOCATION INTEGER),
S2 ($: AGE BIT, CITY CHAR);
which would result in user-compiler data structures identical to those
for tables Tl and T2 respectively. Of course, Si and S2 would be treated
as and act like stacks instead of tables.
c. Cells
The cell declaration is intended to accommodate the need for
single-valued variables. Accordingly, the declaration of a cell causes
the allocation of a single word which may be assigned an integer value.
The corresponding BNF equations are:
(cell declaration> ::= CELL C identifier
>
I ^cell declaration > ,
< identifier >
and a typical cell declaration would be:
CELL 11,12,13,14;
d. Tags
The BNF equations for a tag declaration are:
4 tag declaration? ::= TAG * identifier?
I < tag declaration? , ^identifier?
The tag construct can be useful in "tagging" fields of a table or stack
33

as having certain characteristics. For instance, give the declarations:
TABLE Tl ($: TYPE BIT 6,L0C CHAR);
TAG MATRIX, VECTOR, CONSTANT, STRING;
then the field TYPE might be tagged as either a MATRIX, VECTOR, CONSTANT,
or STRING by an appropriate assignment statement.
The interpretation of a tag declaration by the Semantic Pre-
processor causes a unique XPL literal declaration to be made in the user
compiler.
e. Strings
To facilitate the manipulation of strings in the user compiler,
string variables may be declared according to the following BNF equations:
< string declaration> ::= STRING ^identifier




A typical string declaration such as:
STRTNG ST1;
would cause the allocation of a character string addressable as STl.
f. Flags
The BNF equations for a flag declaration are:
< flag declaration> ::= FLAG < identifier
>
I <flag declaration> ,
< identifier
Flags are essentially simple Boolean variables which may take on the
value either TRUE or FALSE. They are often useful to specify the state
of the compilation process.
Given the declaration:
FLAG Fl;
the Semantic Preprocessor would allocate, in the user compiler, a flag




addressable as Fl and initialized to the value FALSE.
3. SML Variables
Before considering the various operations that can be performed
upon the data structures described above, a brief overview of the SML
primitive variables is necessary. There are basically two classes of
variables, boolean and arithmetic.
a. Boolean Variables










:= I boolean term>
I *boolean> <or> <, boolean term>
:= OR
:= ^boolean factor>




:= <boolean primary >
I <not> ^boolean primary>
:= NOT
:= 4 arithmetic> < relation
>
< a r i thine 1 1 c ^















All of these constructs, except the use of 4ldel-'> < boolean > <rdel*>
and <test> < primary > , have the usual interpretation. The L ldel*
>
<boolean> <rdel*> merely indicates grouping, but the test construct
requires more explanation.
In brief, the test construct can be employed to extract







boolean primary "TEST A", then if A is a cell, TEST A will have the value
TRUE if A is greater than zero. If A is a string, then TEST A will have
the value TRUE if A is the null string. If A is a flag, then TEST A
will have the value TRUE if A is true. Finally, if A is a stack, then
TEST A will have the value TRUE only if A is not empty. In all other
cases, TEST A will have the value FALSE,
b. Arithmetic Variables
















I ^.arithmetic* <, + * <term>
| ^arithmetic* *-* <term>
= +
= < factor>
4 term* <*> < factory
iterm* l/> < factor *
= /
= {primary*
4 factor > <**> ^primary*
:






I <ldel*> <arithmetic> <rdel*»
::= < stable operand>
I < floating operand*
I < storage operand*
I < code operand*
( <list operand> )
: := <identif ier
>
::= < primary* ; < primary *
<list operand* ; < primary*
Most of these constructs have their usual meaning. As with boolean
variables, the use of C ldel*> 4 arithmetic* <rdel** is to indicate
grouping. The list operand, which allows for list assignments of up to
36

16 variables, is one of the more useful constructs in the compiler writing
process. Discussion of the stable operand, floating operand, and code
operand is deferred to the appropriate sections.
4. SML Operations
Before proceeding with a discussion of SML operations on data
structures, it is important to note that SML primitives cannot be embedded
in one another. This perhaps unfortunate restriction is due to the way
in which the Semantic Preprocessor incrementally examines the SML input
and constructs the XPL code stream output.
The BNF equations for general statement types are as follows:
^ statement
>
:: = C unconditional ;
I 4. conditional?









= I ldel> < remarks? 4rdel>
= /*
= */
- < identifier? :
= 4 assignment>
4. operation>
I * transf er
>
< operation? ::= < table operation>
I < stack operation>
I < code operation>
I < auxiliary operation>
^transfer? ::= JUMP <identifier>
The only terminal constructs introduced in the above equations are the
statement label and comment. The appearance of a comment, for example:
/* THIS IS A COMMENT */
is given no semantic interpretation and hence is ignored by the Semantic
Preprocessor. Neither does the label construct have any meaning. It











When the JUMP LAB statement is encountered in the SML program, control
is transferred to the statement labelled LAB.
The discussion of the various SML operations which follows is
separated into sections according to the data structures involved.
a. Assignment Statement
The most general SML operation is the assignment statement




::= <left part> £ arithmetic>
I ^left part> <boolean>
4 lef t part
>
::= < primary 7 : =
and they have the usual interpretation. Considering only the primitive





A : - X;
B := 720;
(A;B;C) := (X;Y;Z);
C : = A* < B+C/ < 72- < X**Z >> > ;
ST1 := ST2;
ST3 := 'ABCXYZ';
Fl _ ii i it
.
F2 = TRUE;
F3 = TEST A;
Fl = NOT TEST A;





There are only two commands which deal with cells, the BNF
equations for which are:
C auxiliary operation> ::= TALLY ^ identifier
>
I MINUS < identifier








There are a number of SML constructs available to facilitate
manipulating tables. The declarations:
TABLE T1(100:TYPE BIT O.LOC BIT).
T2($:ATYPE BIT 6,AL0C BIT) ;
CELL X,Y,Z;
TAG MATRIX, VECTOR, CONSTANT;
will be used in the discussion which follows.
The enter command is probably the most useful table command.
The corresponding BNF equations are:
< table operation> ::= < enter operation>
<enter operation>
.
::= Gentry pointl> <list operand> )






= < entry point?
= Center* < variable?
= (ENTER) < identifier^
= = < primary>
Thus, a typical enter command might be:
ENTER (Tl = 'NAME' : MATRIX ;X)
;
which would cause the ordered triple ( 'NAME 1 , MATRIX, X) to be entered into
the table data structure addressed as Tl. The only restriction on the
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use of this command is that all fields as given in the corresponding
declaration must be accounted for. Hence the command:
ENTER (Tl = 'NAME' : MATRIX)
;
would not be valid. The enter command could still be used in this
situation by the addition of a dummy variable; for instance:
ENTER (Tl = 'NAME' : MATRIX; 0)
;
would be valid.
In order to locate a specified entry in a particular table,
the loc operand can be used in conjunction with an assignment statement.




= £ loc operand > )
= <loc> <variable>
= LOC ( <identifier>
and a typical locate command might be:
A := LOC (Tl = 'NAME')
;
The execution of this statement would cause the index of the entry 'NAME'
in table Tl to be assigned to cell A. This index can be used in conjunc-
tion with two more table operations, the delete and set operations.
The delete command, which has two forms, can be used to





^delete operation> ::= <.delete> <variable> )
I DELETE < identified
<delete> ::= DELETE ( <identifier>
If the index of the entry is known, the short form should be used for
efficiency. For example:





is the most efficient method for removing the entry associated with the
structure 'NAME'. If, however, the index is unknown then the other form
of the delete command will cause the same action; for instance:
DELETE (Tl = 'NAME');
will have the same effect as the first form.
If only the structure name is known and the user wishes to
allocate a table entry to be manipulated at a later time, then the most





= Gentry operand > )
= < entry > <,variable?
= ENTRY ( < identified
An example of its use would be:
B := ENTRY(T2 = 'NAME')
;
which would cause the entry of the structure name 'NAME' into table T2
,
the reservation of fields ATYPE and ALOC to be associated with * NAME
'
,
and the assignment of the index of the entry to B. As with the loc
operand, this index can be used with either the delete or set operation.
The final type of table operation employs the set operand,
the BNF equations for which are:
<stable operand> ::= < set operand> )
<.set operand? ::= < set point> *list operand?
<set point> <primary>
<set point> ::= < set point 1> <.variable> :
< set point 1> :
<set point 1> ::= <set> {identifier?
<set? ::= SET
(
Like the delete operand, the set operand has two forms depending upon
whether the entry index is known. The first form, an example of which
might be:




is used when the index is unknown and only to extract table information.
In this particular example, the information contained in the TYPE field
of the entry associated with the structure 'NAME' is assigned to A; the
information in the corresponding LOC field is assigned to B. When the
index is known, the set operand may appear on either side of the assign-







is interpreted as •
TYPE(B) := A;
It is important to note that, in any case, the identifiers in the set
operand specify the field names of the appropriate table; they are not
variables.
d. Stack Operations
There are a number of SML constructs available for manipulating
stacks. In the discussion which follows, the following declarations will
be referred to:





The simplest form of a stack operation is an assignment
statement of the form:
SL := S2;
which will cause the field contents of S2 to be "pushed" onto the
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corresponding fields of SI, and S2 to be "popped." The obvious restriction
in the use of this operation is that the number and attributes of the
stack fields be identical.
To accomplish exactly the same purpose as described above,
except that S2 is not to be popped, the top operand can be used. The
corresponding BNF equation is:
< stable operand
>
::= TOP < identifier
>
and an example of its use would be:
51 := TOP S2;
An entire set of entries can be pushed onto a stack by using
a list operand in conjunction with an assignment statement, for example:
52 := (X;UP;A)
;
The reciprocal of this type of an assignment can be used to extract the
respective field contents and pop the stack:
(X;A;B) := S2
;
To extract the field contents, but not pop the stack, the top operand
can be used as follows:
(X;A;B) := TOP S2;
In all of the above cases where the list operand is employed, it is
important to note that the number and type of primitive variables in the
list should be identical to the fields of the corresponding stack.
To manipulate specific entries in the stack, the set operand
may be used. For instance, to enter a structure name and a single field,
the command:
SET(S1 = 'NAME':TYPE) := DOWN;




Or, to extract information from a specific field:
A := SET(S2:ATYPE);
In summary, the set operand can be used to manipulate stacks exactly as
to manipulate tables, with the exception of using the stack name as an
index for stacks instead of an actual index as for tables.
Finally, to simply pop a stack the pop command may be used.




and an example of its use would be:
POP SI;
e. Code Operations
SML code is interpreted by the Semantic Preprocessor and
translated into an XPL code stream which is one of the inputs to the
basic user compiler, Superskeleton. The completed user compiler subse-
quently interprets the user language code and translates it into BalgoI-2
machine code, which is executed by the stack-oriented machine simulator,
Balgol-2 tRef. 7 ) .
To insert XPL code directly into the user compiler or to cause
the user compiler to emit machine code, the direct and indirect code
commands may be employed. The appropriate BNF equations are:





<direct> ::= CODE < character string>
<indirect> ::= < code 1> <character string > )
I ^code 1> ^operand pair> )
I < code 1> < contents > )
<code 1> : := CODE
<operand pair> ::= < operator
>
I < operator > , £ character string>
<operator> ::= OP < character string>
<contents> :: = CONT <character string>
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The nocode command, simply
NOCODE
;
is equivalent to the standard NOP instruction and has no interpretation
in either the Semantic Preprocessor or the user compiler.
In order to insert XPL code into the user compiler code
stream, the direct form of the code command is used. An example of this
command would be:
CODE 'FIXV(MP) = LSS;
'
;
This command will prove useful in manipulating the parse stack entries
in the user compiler, and in handling situations not otherwise covered by
SML.
In order to cause the user compiler to emit machine code, in
turn causing a value to be loaded into the Balgol-2 execution stack, the
first form of the indirect code command is used. For example:
CODE ('72");




will likewise cause the contents of the variable addressed as B to be
loaded into the execution stack.
To cause the user compiler to emit a machine command or an




will cause the insertion of the ADD operator into the machine code
stream. And:
CODE (OP 'IM1', 'FIXV(SP) ');
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will cause the insertion of the IMl operator and the value of the
variable FIXV(SP) into the machine code stream.
To provide for a level of indirect addressing, the third form
of the indirect code command is used. Thus the command:
CODE (CONT 'B');
will cause the value of the variable whose address is contained in the
variable B to be loaded into the execution stack,
f. Statement Control
i
The execution of SML statements can be controlled with eithe"
the transfer operation covered earlier or the conditional statement, the









:= <if clause> 4then clause>




= ^thendo?' < sentence> END;




The conditional statement has the same interpretation as in XPL or
PL/l. A valid example might be:







The execution of run-time statements can be controlled with






:= <flop> < primary> )
I <flop> <program label> )
= FLOP




In conjunction with the assignment statement, there are four possible
interpretations which are made depending on the statement form. A state-
ment of the form:
FLOP(ADDR 'VAR(MP)') := CODELOC;
would mean that the present code location should be saved and associated
with the value of the variable VAR(MP). The inverse statement:
CODELOC := FLOP (ADDR 'VAR(MP) 1 );
would mean that the code location associated with the value of VAR(MP)
should be inserted into the machine code stream. This particular
construct lends itself well to the implementation of such language
structures as statement labels and do loops (see the sample language).
On the other hand, a statement of the form:
FLOP ('ELSE') := CODELOC;
would mean that a branch to a presently unknown code stream location is
to be inserted at this point, which is identified by 'else'. The
appearance of the inverse:
CODELOC := FLOP ('ELSE');
would cause the previously reserved branch command associated with the
identifier 'else' to be made to the current code stream location. The
use of these two statements can easily facilitate the implementation of
such structures as conditional statements. It is important to note that
the implementation of this statement control construct allows embedding
of structures up to 32 levels deep by associating only the latest occur-
rence of the flop identifier with the backstuffing request,
g. Miscellaneous Statements
The SML error command can be used to cause the user compiler
to output error messages. The appropriate BNF equations are:
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^auxiliary operation> ::= 4 error> 4primary>
4, error > : : = ERROR
A possible use of this command might be something on the order of:
IF NOT TEST Si THENDO;
ERROR 'STACK IS EMPTY 1 ;
END;
In order to stop the compilation process in the user compiler,
the stop command can be issued. The associated BNF equation is:
< auxiliary operation> ::= STOP
and a typical use might be:





IV. THE XPL CGP
A. AN OVERVIEW
In its final form, the XPL CGP is a complete compiler generator
system for the class of MSP languages and the Balgol-2 interpretive
machine. It is composed of five distinct but closely interrelated
modules: PRESCANNER, Syntactic Preprocessor, Semantic Preprocessor,
Superskeleton, and the Balgol-2 Machine. Figure 11 shows how these
modules are related to one another and the XPL system in which they are
based.
B. SYSTEM INPUT
The only system input necessary to completely specify the user
compiler in many cases will be the BNF and SKL for Lhe user language.








Within both Syntactic Preprocessor and Semantic Preprocessor
m
there are a number of control toggles which can be turned on to initiate
various trace and debugging routines. To complement a specific toggle,
the user must input the appropriate control card. The general format of
a control card is $SYNTAX. or $ SEMANTICS, punched beginning in card
column 1 and followed by the appropriate keyword. The functions which
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produce a machine trace
for the program
list the XPL code output
list the XPL code output
print the run statistics











The BNF productions for the user language are encoded in the
normal manner, one to a card. The primary production (the first of a
series of alternate definitions) must be punched beginning in card column
1. All alternate productions must be preceeded by an asterisk, also
punched in card column 1.
3. SML Input
All SML cards must be punched beginning after card column 2,
including the BEGIN card and all declarations which are to immediately
precede the first BNF production, and the END card which follows the
last SML statement. The important thing to note is that there must be
at least one SML statement for and following each BNF card. If no
semantic information is attached to a particular BNF production, then
the NOCODE command should be used.
4. End-of-file
The last input card is the end-of-file (EOF) card which is




The function of PRESCANNER is to go through the input deck and create
two input files for Syntactic Preprocessor and Semantic Preprocessor
respectively. In the process, PRESCANNER performs a number of other
important functions. It checks each input card for format errors. It
ensures that each BNF production has some semantic interpretation, even
if only NOCODE. Finally, it formalizes the association of SML to BNF by
the appropriace placement of the SML delimiters @ and #.
D. SYNTACTIC PREPROCESSOR
The algorithm of the XPL procedure ANALYZER has been unaltered in
Syntactic Preprocessor. Major changes in format and minor changes in the
program have been made only to simplify readability and clarity.
Additionally, the final program statement:
RETURN ERROR_COUNT;
has been added to make the execution of succeeding steps conditional on
the success of Syntactic Preprocessor in producing the syntactics for
Superskeleton.
The input to Syntactic Preprocessor is the corresponding file created
by PRESCANNER in the previous step. Assuming a $ SYNTAX .'PUNCH control
card in the CGP input and the successful analysis of the grammar, Syn-
tactic Preprocessor outputs punched cards which are then inserted into
Superskeleton.
E. SEMANTIC PREPROCESSOR
Semantic Preprocessor interprets the SML file created by PREPROCESSOR
and produces two sets of punched cards (assuming a ,$SEMANTICS. PUNCH
control card was included in the CGP input and no errors are encountered),
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The first is an XPL declaration which sets up the necessary user compiler
data structures. The second is an XPL source code stream which will
execute the associated semantic interpretation. When these two sets of
cards, and those produced by Syntactic Preprocessor, are added to Super-
skeleton, the result is a complete compiler for the user language.
As depicted in Figure 12, Semantic Preprocessor was largely built
from the existing XPL compiler generator system. The BNF for SML was
first input to ANALYZER, and the resulting syntactics were added to
Skeleton to produce a syntax checker for SML. Then the semantics and
mechanics were hand-encoded to interpret the SML program input and output
the appropriate declarations and XPL code stream. The final program
structure is thus typical of any user compiler generated under the
current XPL system.
F. SUPERSKELETON
Superskeleton is the basis of the user compiler. Like Semantic
Preprocessor, it had its beginnings in the current XPL system. It is
essentially a copy of Skeleton with Balgol-2 mechanics and SML-inter-
pretive data structures added. The Balgol-2 mechanics are straight forward
and can be easily understood by referring to Appendices G and H.
Some of the data structures require more than a passing glance. All
table entries are made via a hashing scheme and the stack quadruple
(KEY, ID, OVERFLOW, POINTR) . Stack entries are made via the stack quadruple
(STK,STKID,STKOVER,STKPTR) . The basic FLOP -- construct is implemented
with the use of the stack triple (FL0P,CODEL0C,FLOPOVER) ; and the
























































Three tagged locations in. Superskeleton are reserved for the
insertion of the punched card syntactics, declarations, and semantics
respectively. Assuming the user language does not have any primitive
variables other than those discussed under SML, the user compiler should
then be ready for production.
There are a number of control toggles in Superskeleton to aid the
user in debugging both the compiler semantics and user programs. They
are complemented by the appearance of a '$' immediately followed by the
appropriate keyword, all contained within a comment statement. The
available toggles and their initial state are as follows:
keyword use state
LIST list superskeleton on the printer on
PRT trace the allocation of Balgol-2 prt off
cells
CODE output the generated Balgol-2 code by off
syllable
WORD output the generated Balgol-2 co^e by off
word
DUMP print out the run statistics off
STUFF trace the generation of branching off
operations
G. THE BALGOL-2 MACHINE
The Balgol-2 Machine was written for use by students of compiler-
writing courses at Naval Postgraduate School [Ref. 7 1 . The resultant
machine is a simple but extremely powerful interpreter.
The Balgol-2 machine was written in the XPL language and essentially
is a software simulation of a fictitious stack-oriented computer.












A. THE CAPABILITY OF XPL CGP
As decided at the outset, the primary effort of this thesis would be
directed at automating the semantic processing phase of the XPL system.
Although the final product, XPL CGP, was developed without any particular
user language in mind, the final test was naturally the implementation
of a user compiler. Accordingly, Sample Language (BNF is given in
Appendix I) was invented. The input to Prescanner, given in Appendix J,
was encoded in less than three hours (including the BNF). One debugging
run was required and the user compiler was implemented with the XPL CGP
output shown in Appendix K. A number of Sample Language programs were
subsequently compiled by the user compiler and successfully executed
using the Balgol-2 machine..
The total time required for the complete implementation of Sample
Language was approximately three hours of user time and four minutes of
CPU time. In brief, the performance of XPL CGP was impressive when
compared to the time and effort that would have been required using the
original XPL system.
Sample Language does not, of course, test all of the capabilities of
SML or XPL CGP. Nor is the time that was necessary to implement Sample
Language necessarily representative. More complex languages will naturally
require more time to encode and debug. Additionally, the constructs




B. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Particular problems which have come to the fore and some thoughts
about extending the capability of SML suggest a number of possible
improvements to both SML and XPL CGP.
1. The BNF for SML
SML was, of course, developed piecemeal. Some of the resulting
keywords are thus either unwieldy or not suggestive enough of their
function. It would be desirable to re-examine the BNF and relabel the
constructs accordingly. For example; CODE(OP ) and FLOP(ADDR ) would
probably be better labelled as OPERATOR and SAVE-ADDRESS respectively.
In addition to simply changing the BNF, this relabelling would neces-
sitate checking the code generators to ensure that the correct production
stack entry is selected.
2. Reserved Word Problem
All of the declared variables in Superskeleton, and there are a
large number of them, ax-e reserved words in the XPL CGP. To minimize
the possibility of conflicts with user identifiers, it is suggested that
the Superskeleton identifiers all be changed to begin with an uncommon
alphabet element. The user could then freely use identifiers beginning
with any other element.
Such a change would, of course, necessitate changing each identi-
fier for every occurrence in Superskeleton. The best method would
probably be a short XPL routine with Superskeleton as input and punched
card output.
3. Indefinite Tables and Stacks
Indefinite tables and stacks (those declared with a '$' number
part) are currently implemented with a very inefficient list structure.
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It seems certain that they could be better implemented with some form of
mapping function which would allocate, map, and deallocate appropriate
n-tuples of words.
In addition to the development of an efficient mapping function,
such an improvement would probably require some modifications to both
Semantic Preprocessor and Superskeleton.
4. Extensions to SML
There are a number of constructs which might be added to SML to
further automate the implementation of some user language structures.
a. Automatic Blocking
Some form of automatic blocking would probably be useful for
such language structures as nested BEGIN- END blocks or PROCEDURES. One
possible approach would be to implement a BLOCK command which would stack
the state of all other significant data structures and possibly perform
some sort of re-initialization. An UNBLOCK command could be used to
return the program to its previous state.
b. Parameters
The addition of a formal mechanism to pass procedure and
function parameters would probably be highly useful. One method of imple-
mentation might be to invoke a PARAMETER ( <list operand? ) command which
would dynamically allocate a chained list of the parameters, stack the
list pointer for recursive calls, and pass the pointer address to the
called procedure or function. A RETURN command would pop the stack and
make a branch to the appropriate location.
5. Extensions to XPL CGP
It is not entirely impossible that XPL CGP can be extended to
form a true compiler-compiler, limited only by the parsing algorithm.
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Such an extension is envisioned as developing a Mechanical Meta-Language
and a Mechanical Preprocessor.
The Mechanical Meta-Language would contain constructs which would
enable the user to define the desired machine environment in terms of
machine registers, instruction format, format interpretation, and an
instruction set. The Mechanical Preprocessor would probably produce
either a set of tables or a set of declarations, or both. This output
would then be inserted into Superskeleton to complete the user compiler.
Such an extension would most certainly require some procedure
changes in Superskeleton, particularly for code emission procedures. It
also would possibly require some change to SML, notably in the CODE
commands.
C. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been shown by implementation that the XPL compiler-generator
system can be extended to include an automatic semantic processing
capability. The extended system, XPL CGP, has been tested and its per-
formance was impressive. Suggestions have been made for improvements
in the semantic meta- language base of XPL CGP to further enhance its
capability. Finally, it has been postulated that XPL CGP can be extended
one step further by automating the mechanics of the system. As there
appear to be no insurmountable barriers to this final extension, it is
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